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Official ACTFL OPI Testing for Flagship
• Training of Flagship faculty



Arabic Consensus Project
• Diffusion of Innovation Grant



Addition of a Distinguished Level to the

ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines 2012

• Testing beyond the baseline Superior level





Since 2002
More than 2,000 Official OPIs
7 languages
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arabic
Chinese
Hindi/Urdu
Korean
Portuguese
Persian
Russian



OPI Workshops held in the US
• For US and Flagship Abroad faculty and staff



OPI Workshops held on-site at Flagship
Abroad locations
• Baku, Azerbaijan
• Chungbuk, South Korea
• Shanghai, China



Impact of OPI Training on instruction and
assessment
• Proficiency testing as an element in a “backwards
design” model of instruction
• Functional tasks, text types, contexts and content
areas of the Superior level are specifically
targeted, developed, and nurtured in immersion
environments
• Flagship has proven that there is a “road map” to
produce Superior-level language users



Getting to Superior
• Does not happen by virtue of being immersed
• Does not happen even in one’s own native
language



Most successful programs combine
• Immersion in the target language culture with
explicit instruction by experts who understand
 how targeted levels are defined
 how to develop those competencies in their students



Certified ACTFL Testers who are faculty in
Flagship Programs
• Trained and certified by ACTFL





Special arrangement to extend the
“academic institution” limitations to entire
Flagship community
Conduct Advisory/unofficial OPI testing
• Diagnostic and placement purposes



Can be upgraded to official rating
• “Institutional Upgrade” option





Funded under a Flagship Diffusion of
Innovation Grant
ACTFL and Arabic Flagship Programs
• University of Texas - Austin

• Michigan State University
• University of Maryland


Arabic language educators from US and
abroad





Convene national meetings with academic,
private sector and government
representation
Build consensus within Arabic teaching and
testing communities
• Develop annotations to accompany the 2012 revision
of the ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines - Speaking
• Produce Arabic-specific OPI testing and training
materials



Address a number of Arabic-specific issues
for testing spoken Arabic

ACTFL recognizes that the situation for testing Arabic is a special situation and therefore must
be dealt with in a special manner. In the ACTFL test protocol, Arabic is considered to be one
language represented by a continuum from all colloquial to all MSA, and a combination of
mixes along the continuum. During ACTFL OPI testing, testers accommodate to the variety of
language that the test taker is producing and accept Arabic language produced anywhere
along the continuum. An ACTFL OPI rating recognizes a speaker's overall functional ability in
Arabic.
In order to be rated Superior, a test taker must demonstrate that he/she is able to discuss
topics and issues from an abstract perspective, support opinions and hypothesize in cohesive
and extended discourse with no pattern of error in basic structures, and deal with a
linguistically unfamiliar situation in a way that is culturally and linguistically appropriate. The
speaker must demonstrate the ability to perform these tasks in both formal (work, business,
professional, university, etc.) and informal (home, family, daily routine) contexts.
Meeting all of the assessment criteria required for a rating of Superior in Arabic can be
accomplished by using Arabic from anywhere along the continuum, provided that the
language used is linguistically and culturally appropriate to sustain all of the criteria for the
Superior level across a variety of topics and issues in both formal and informal contexts.
Given the nature of the topics and issues, the formal context of the level, and the expectations
of abstract lexical and syntactic features, the Superior-level sample of language must contain
ample evidence of MSA
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Expanded original scope of the project to
include all 4 Skills
http://actflproficiencyguidelines2012.org/arabic



ACTFL Superior OPI rating
• There are no sublevels at ACTFL Superior







What kind of Superiors are Flagship
students?
What more would you want to know about
them?
Is there a need to measure their abilities
across the range of Superior and beyond?



Create stronger connections between the educational
system and post-education professional world
• Demand for higher levels of proficiency in workplace to
serve in a professional field as a highly articulate, well
educated speaker of the language







Target educational goals of higher linguistic proficiency
• Students are reaching higher levels of proficiency
• Ex: Language Flagship and Wharton School’s Lauder IMBA
Program

Coordinate definitions of proficiency at the highest
levels with standards used by the government
Better align with the highest level (C2) described in the
Common European Framework of Reference
Differentiate that which is Superior from that which is
more than Superior

Speakers at the Distinguished level are able to use language
skillfully, and with accuracy, efficiency, and effectiveness. They are
educated and articulate users of the language. They can reflect on
a wide range of global issues and highly abstract concepts in a
culturally appropriate manner.
Distinguished-level speakers can use persuasive and hypothetical
discourse for representational purposes, allowing them to advocate
a point of view that is not necessarily their own.
They can tailor language to a variety of audiences by adapting their
speech and register in ways that are culturally authentic.
Speakers at the Distinguished level produce highly sophisticated
and tightly organized extended discourse. At the same time, they
can speak succinctly, often using cultural and historical references
to allow them to say less and mean more. At this level, oral
discourse typically resembles written discourse.
A non-native accent, a lack of a native-like economy of expression,
a limited control of deeply embedded cultural references, and/or
an occasional isolated language error may still be present at this
level.
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What do programs like Flagship need to know
about language competencies at the Superior
level?
• What kind of Superior?



What do programs like Flagship need to know
about language competencies beyond the
Superior level?
• How best to measure the competencies of the tasks
and other criteria beyond the Superior level?



Discuss complex issues and highly conceptual, abstract
ideas

• Issues related to personal or professional expertise?
• Should topic be provided in the form of a written or oral passage?



Use persuasive and hypothetical speech



Demonstrate certain tailoring functions



Control embedded cultural and historical references

• How best to assess if a speaker is able to advocate a point of view
that is not his/her own?
• Diplomats are often required to represent a “neutral” point of view
• Convey the same message in different registers
• “Info pass”
• Is this feature assessed explicitly?

 e.g., using the ILR Skill Level Descriptions for Competence in
Intercultural Communication?

• Are these references expected in speech that is produced
extemporaneously?



Create a new test construct?

• Only available once test taker has demonstrated
baseline Superior-level proficiency



Test administration challenges

• How to communicate written test components?



Time factor

• Can this level be proven in a 30-minute
assessment?



How to recruit, train, norm reliable assessors?
• Does one need to have Distinguished-level
proficiency in order to elicit and rate at the
Distinguished level?
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